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Abstract
Following an ongoing change towards an increasingly renewable power generation
system Swedish grid operators are facing several challenges in coming years. As
authorities plan for the decommissioning of nuclear power an increased reliance on
de-centralised energy sources such as photo-voltaic distributed generation (PVDG) is
expected. A technology observed in some cases to accompany local power quality issues
severe enough to impose grid expansion measures from distribution system operators
(DSOs). Considering a combination of an indicative utilisation inefficiency of classical
grid expansion measures and a recent year maturing of various energy storage
technologies, this report sets out to evaluate the possibility of utilising centralised
energy storage systems (ESSs) for deferment of classical grid expansion measures.
For the purpose of identifying the most prominent problem scenarios of modern
production- and consumption behaviours as well as the possible solutions offered by
centralised ESSs, a literature review of journal articles and technical reports was
conducted in combination with a case-study of an existing urban grid operated by
Umeå Energi Elnät AB (UEEN). The work regarding ESSs is directed with specific
focus towards evaluating which ESS services can potentially facilitate grid expansion
deferment and what ESS placement is advisable for efficient utilisation. Assessing
possible grid safety implications, potential for peak load shaving and the presently most
suitable energy storage technology was also within the scope of the study.
The literature review reveals PVDG induced feeder line over-voltage and transformer
overload the most likely and previously observed implications imposing grid expansion
measures. The former more prominent in elongated, typically rural, grids and the latter in
more densely populated urban grids. For deferment of over-voltage related grid expansion
measures a centralised ESS can be utilised for voltage support provided placement is made
close to the affected grid section, presumably far out the affected feeder line. This result
is coherent throughout the reviewed literature and is supported by the results of the
case-study. Distribution transformer overload and its imposed grid expansion measures
can be deferred through load re-allocation and peak load shaving, two services proven
achievable by centralised ESSs and the capacity for which increases if ESS placement is
made closer the distribution transformer.
Provided present regulatory and standards are adhered to upon installation, significant
negative impact of centralised ESSs on distribution grid safety can be avoided. Most
energy storage technologies, including battery based energy storage technologies
indicated from the literature review providing the most suitable characteristics for use
in centralised distribution grid ESSs, utilise well established systems for grid connection
hence no presently unsolvable grid safety implications are identified. Technical reports
of real applications of centralised ESSs reinforce this argument as successful
implementation without ESS caused grid safety implications have been achieved in the
Swedish distribution grid in the past.
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Sammanfattning
I samband med en pågående förändring mot ett mer förnybart elkraftssystem står
svenska nätoperatörer inför stora utmaningar under kommande år. Till föjd av en
planerad stegvis avveckling av svensk kärnkraft förväntas ett elkraftsysstem mer
beroende av decentraliserade energikällor och bland annat en större andel elproduktion
från distribuerade nätanslutna solceller. Denna teknologi som i vissa fall visats innebära
medföljande lokala elkvalitetsproblem i lågspänningsnätet nog allvarliga för att fordra
att efterföljande nätstärkande åtgärder vidtas av distributionsnätsoperatörer. Som en
kombination av en låg indikerad utnyttjandeineffektivitet av klassiska nätstärkande
åtgärder och en snabb utveckling av olika energilagringstekniker syftar det här arbetet
att undersöka möjligheten att använda centraliserade energilagringssystem i
lågspänningsnätet för uppskov eller substitution av klassiska nätstärkande åtgärder.
Med syftet att identifiera framträdande problemscenarion med moderna produktionsoch konsumtionsbeteenden samt vilka lösningar som centraliserade energilagringssystem
erbjuder har en litteraturstudie genomförts i kombination med en fallstudie av ett
existerande lågspänningsnät driftat av Umeå Energi Elnät AB. Arbetet kring
energilagringssystem riktades specifikt mot att undersöka vilka nyttor ett sådant
system erbjuder som kan ge uppskov till nätstärkande åtgärder samt var i nätet det bör
placeras för att åstadkomma detta. Att utvärdera möjliga elsäkerhetskonsekvenser,
möjlighet till effekttoppskapning och lämplig energilagringsteknik för denna typ av
energilagringssystem låg också inom arbetets avgräsningar.
Resultat från litteraturstudien avslöjar att solcellsinducerad lokal överspänning och
överlast genom distributionstransformatorn är de mest troliga och uppmärksammade
problemen förorsakande nätstärkande åtgärder.
Den förstnämnde mer troligt
problematisk i vidsträckta nät och den andra i nät med många kunder i tät anslutning.
För uppskov av nätstärkande åtgärder framtvingade av överspänningsrelaterade
problem kan ett centralt energilagringssystem användas för spänningssupport förutsatt
att placeringen görs nära högt utsatta delar av nätet, förmodligen långt nerströms i den
utsatta matarlinjen. Överlast genom transformatorer och de nätstärkande åtgärder de
framtvingar kan undvikas genom omfördelning av lastbehov eller effekttoppskapning,
två nyttor som påvisats uppnåbara med centraliserade energilagringssystem och vars
kapacitet ökar om enheten placeras nära transformatorn.
Förutsatt att existerande regelverk och standarder följs vid installation av ett
energilagringssystem kan eventuella elsäkerhetsproblem undvikas.
De flesta
energilagringstekniker, inkluderande batteribaserade sådana vars egenskaper enligt
litteraturstudien är mest passande för användning detta ändamål, använder väl
etablerade system för nätanslutning och därför argumenteras att inga oundvikliga
elsäkerhetsproblem medföljer tekniken. Detta argument stärks av tekniska rapporter av
kring existerande svenska energilagringssystem där implementering och driftning har
genomförts utan rapporterade efterföljande elsäkerhetsproblem.
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Introduction

As a result of environmentally driven political incentives and furthered integration of
distributed renewable energy resources the Swedish power grid is changing. In June of
2016 the government adopted the Swedish energy agreement, a framework from which to
base future legislation and investment in the energy sector [1]. The document is supported
by five of the largest government parties and contains long term goals and guidelines set to
secure a robust, sustainable and economically competitive electrical power system whilst
transitioning towards a higher share of renewable electricity production. Among the goals
defined in the agreement one is to achieve 100 % renewable electricity production parallel
a total decommissioning of current nuclear power generation by 2040 [1]. Because nuclear
power production corresponded to 36 % of Sweden’s net electricity production in 2016 and
consumption is projected to increase in the coming decades, this poses several challenges
regarding both production and distribution of electric energy in coming years [2][3].

1.1

Background

The transmission system operator (TSO) of the Swedish national transmission grid is
called Svenska Kraftnät and is the state-owned authority responsible for securing
accessibility to electricity and balancing production and consumption in the Swedish
electricity system [4]. In November of 2017 they released a report describing a system
development plan for transitioning to an exclusively renewable energy power system,
highlighting challenges and discussing likely outcomes following a changing situation on
the power grid. In a scenario where predominantly wind power and PVDG gradually
replaces nuclear power over the coming 22 year period, a number of key aspects are
pointed out as highly probable and possibly problematic [5].
• The transition will implicate a reduction of installed inertia within the grid.
Inertia, referring to the mechanical inertia in heavy turbines and generators,
adds to the short-circuit power and rigidity of the system and acts as a
buffer by providing a window of time to regulate any unbalance between
production and consumption [6]. Because of the physical nature of PVDG
and inverter based wind turbines, these technologies offer virtually no inertia
to the grid [7]. As a consequence, this results in increased risk of frequency
instability and reliance of regulatory power to act quickly in the event of an
unbalance [6].
• Decommissioning of nuclear power plants in favour of renewables will
reduce the capacity for planned electricity production and furthermore
increase the required capacity of regulating power [5]. Given existing
regulatory obstacles, expansion of pumped hydroelectric energy storage is
limited wherefore research and development of alternative energy storage
technology applications should be expanded further [8].
1

• Though expansion of renewable energy sources will likely be sufficient in
terms of accumulative energy capacity, the unplannable nature of wind power
and PVDG presents probable fluctuations of periods with power deficits and
periods where electricity production is in abundance [5]. Possible outcomes
from this include an increasingly variable price of electricity and enhanced
incentives for demand response for grid connected customers [5].
Beyond these implications presented by Svenska Kraftnät, renewable energy production
causes additional problems to grid operators due to production being highly location
dependent which often results in connection to weaker parts of the power grid [9]. In
Sweden, demand for local residential PVDG is already high, and increased
governmental subsidies indicate that integration of solar power in distribution level
grids will only expand in years to come [10]. The problems however of grid connected
PVDG in the distribution grid have been observed in the past, for example in countries
such as Germany where high levels of installed capacity for PVDG have led to larger
necessity for grid expansion measures with subsequent increments in grid utilisation
fees as a consequence [11][12]. As most PVDG modules are modelled for maximum
power point tracking control, output power varies dependent on incident illumination
intensity, potentially causing power quality problems severe enough to force grid
operators to implement more widespread grid expansion measures [13]-[15].
Another aspect of a developing distribution grid network is the electrification of the
transport sector and surge of electric vehicles and charging stations over the last couple
of years. According to statistics presented by the interest organisation Power Circle, the
number of chargeable vehicles in Sweden has increased from around 1000 at the end of
2012 to about 45 000 in the beginning of 2018 [16]. Similarly, the number of external
charging points (not including domestic chargers) have increase from about 900 to 4700
from the end of 2014 to the beginning of 2018 [17]. This may become problematic in
future considering vehicle charging from charging stations can affect the power quality
of the grid as well as increase the momentary daily power demand peaks causing e.g.
distribution transformer overload [18][19].
Grid connected ESSs potentially offer solutions to some of the local problems arising
from modern electricity production and consumption patterns [19][20]. Different types
of energy storage technologies exist in great variety and price development of most
energy storage technologies shows both a recent year decline and a projected continued
declination over the coming years [21]. Meanwhile, a projected relatively large rise of
Sweden’s electricity prices are expected over the coming twenty years [8]. The
combination of these things sets the stage for increasingly economically viable
centralised ESSs to play a larger roll in future distribution grids as an agent for grid
expansion deferment, load re-allocation and other services valuable for utilities.
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Umeå Energi Elnät AB
UEEN is the municipally-owned DSO operating the regional grid and distribution grid
in Umeå. The company subscribes to the state-owned company Vattenfall AB for
connecting and transferring power from the transmission grid to the regional- and
distribution grid operated by UEEN. Aware of the projected challenges following a
changing power system, UEEN are keen to evolve and adapt to these changes to secure
the same high level of reliable power distribution even as consumption and production
patterns change. Following an increased demand for renewable distributed energy
resources, UEEN are concerned the need for grid expansion measures to accommodate
for these technologies will grow. Already UEEN have experienced this to some degree
in rural distribution areas but they suspect it may become an expanding problem in
urban distribution areas as well. UEEN therefore maintain an interest in developing
their knowledge in grid connected centralised ESSs and examine whether and how they
in future can become a viable distribution grid component capable of substituting or
postponing conventional grid expansion measures.
In addition, to become less
susceptible to projected power deficits they are also interested in whether this service
can be combined with load re-allocation to even out load demand from the grid.

1.2

Aim

The work aims at investigating utilisation of grid connected centralised ESSs for the
purpose of adapting the distribution grid to future consumer and producer behaviour.
It serves to evaluate possible uses of a centralised ESS for aiding the integration of
higher levels of PVDG in distribution grids and to determine if and how a grid connected
centralised ESS best can be used substitute or postpone other grid expansion measures.
Load re-allocation, grid safety implications, and an overview of ancillary services provided
by centralised ESSs are other issues the report aims to address along with a comparison of
different energy storage technologies in terms of their suitability for use in grid connected
centralised ESS applications. Through literature review and case-study simulation of a
distribution grid in dpPower the following research questions are to be addressed.
1. Could a centralised ESS be used in the distribution grid to substitute or
postpone grid expansion measures forced by high levels of PVDG?
2. Where in the distribution grid should a centralised ESS be placed to secure
efficient utilisation?
3. To what extent can a grid connected centralised ESS be used to even out
distribution grid load demand?
4. How do different energy storage technologies compare in regards to suitability
for use in centralised ESS applications?

3

5. Do grid connected ESSs affect current grid safety systems and how should
they be implemented to avoid this?

1.3

Limitations

The report targets primarily non-residential ESSs connected on the on the secondary side
of the distribution transformer. No effort is put on evaluating the present economical
viability of a grid connected centralised ESS investment. This is because in the case of
UEEN the problems associated with high levels of PVDG are not yet widely observed
and such an investment is therefore not likely to be made imminently. Considering
present regulatory obstacles and the rapid development of energy storage technologies
etc. making a general evaluation of centralised ESSs is very difficult. Instead, this report
instead focuses on highlighting important aspects of implementation to efficiently solve
the most likely problem scenarios accredited to modern production and consumption
patterns.

4

Theory
To present the reader with further background to the issues presented in the report and
to adequately be able to discuss results of the work, a couple of key concepts are to
first be explained. By presenting important terminology, describing Swedish power grid
design and explaining the concept of power quality, this section will lay the foundation
for continued presentation of the results from the literature review and case-study.

2

Concepts and terminology

Certain basic power- and voltage related concepts mentioned throughout the report are
described in this section.

2.1

Power and impedance

Electric power, characterised by current I and
voltage U , refers to the rate of transfer of electric
energy through a conducting circuit with a certain
impedance [22].
Impedance is a measure of the
opposition exerted on the current due to the internal
physical structure of the conductor and electromagnetic
forces arising from an alternating supply voltage Figure 1 – Power and impedance
in
three-phase
[23].
In alternating current (AC) circuits, these relationship
systems
[24].
two important concepts are each described by three
components following a pythagorean relationship as
illustrated in Figure 1. Each component is described below.
Active power (P)
The power component available for actual work in electrical components is called active
power and follows in three-phase circuits the relation
P =

√

3 · U · I · cos(ϕ) [W ]

(1)

where cos(ϕ) is the power factor often used when describing relation of active- and
reactive power and the phase-angle ϕ of the fundamental voltage and current through a
circuit [25].
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Reactive power (Q)
Reactive power represents the power component that can not be directly utilised for work
in electric components [25]. It is given for three-phase circuits by
Q=

√
3 · U · I · sin(ϕ) [V Ar]

(2)

and is a product of inductive- or capacitive components within a circuit [14]. The
amplitude of reactive power equates to the rate of energy reacted in the electric field of
a capacitor or the magnetic field of an inductor.
Apparent power (S)
The actual power use of an electrical component is called the apparent power. This
accounts for both active- and reactive power and is defined as
S=

p
P 2 + Q2 [V A].

(3)

This relation is also depicted in Figure 1.
Resistance (R)
Resistance is a material specific parameter and a product of collisions of electrons within
a conducting material [23]. It describes the opposition of current in an electrical circuit
and is given by
R=

U
[Ω].
I

(4)

Conducting materials such as power cables are inherently resistive and cause development
of active power losses when current flows through the cable. Electric loads are often
resistive to various degrees.
Reactance (X)
In AC power circuits reactance occurs as the opposition of change in current and voltage
following a varying voltage supply [23]. Reactivity is like resistivity a material specific
parameter which causes phase-shift between fundamental voltage and current within a
circuit. Phase-shift means a change in phase-angle ϕ and depending on the direction
of phase-shift reactance is distinguished as either inductive or capacitive. Inductive
reactance is the opposition of change in current through a circuit and is defined as
6

XL = 2 · π · f · L [Ω],

(5)

where f is the frequency in the circuit and L the inductivity of the material. Capacitive
reactance is an opposition to change of voltage in a circuit and defined as
XC =

1
[Ω],
2·π·f ·C

(6)

where C is the capacitance of the material. Inductive circuit components cause a
positive phase-shift meaning the phase of the voltage preceeds of the phase of the
current [26]. Conversely, capacitive circuit components cause the opposite negative
phase-shift where current precedes the voltage [26]. In Figure 2a an ideal, in-phase,
current-voltage relationship is displayed. This condition is indicative of a purely
resistive circuit without any influence of neither inductive- nor capacitive reactance. In
Figure 2b a 90°phase-shift produced by an ideal inductor is shown.

(a) Purely resistive circuit.

(b) Purely inductive circuit.

Figure 2 – Two extreme cases of electrical current-voltage relationship in electrical
circuits. A purely resistive circuit without phase-shift and a purely inductive circuit with
90° positive phase-shift. Gray lines represent voltage and black lines represent current [26].

Reactive power is a consequence of phase-shift which is why the impact of inductiveand capacitive components within a circuit such as a distribution grid should be activley
limited though not necessarily completely eliminated [25].
Impedance (Z)
In reality any circuit has both resistive and reactive qualities which can be summarized
with the concept of impedance. Impedance refers to the total opposition through a circuit
and is given by
Z=

p
R2 + X 2 [Ω].

(7)

It follows the same relation as apparent power does to active- and reactive power which
can be seen in Figure 1.
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2.2

Voltage and current

Current and voltage in three-phase AC circuits are sinusoidal properties varying with a
specific frequency. These can be described in a number of different ways and below some
of the most important of which are presented.
RMS
Conventionally when discussing time-variable electric
quantities such as current and voltage it is the root
mean squared (RMS) values that are mentioned. An
RMS value in an AC circuit is often described as the
effective value of the sinusoidal waveform equivalent
to the corresponding value in a direct current (DC)
circuit for developing a certain amount of power [27].
Relation between RMS value and the peak value of
single-phase voltage is illustrated in Figure 3. Within
the figure the URM S is shown in relation to the peak Figure 3 – RMS of an AC
value UP k of the voltage sine wave. In congruence circuit voltage in relation to peak
with Figure 3, the RMS voltage can be accurately voltage [27].
calculated using
UP k
URM S = √ [V ].
2

(8)

Eq. 8 can be translated for calculation of RMS current as well.
Line- and phase voltage
In three-phase AC power circuits voltage is given in RMS-values and divided into two
levels. Line voltage meaning the line-to-line potential difference across two phases, and
phase voltage meaning the voltage across one phase and a neutral- or ground connection.
Line- and phase voltage is separated by
UL = UP ·

√

3 [V ]

(9)

where UL and UP is line- and phase voltage respectively. Throughout this report, unless
otherwise mentioned, line voltage is always referred to when discussing voltage in different
parts of the power grid.
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3

The Swedish power grid

Separated by voltage level, the Swedish power grid can essentially be divided into three
subcategories; a high-voltage transmission grid, medium-voltage (MV) regional grid and
low-voltage (LV) distribution grid [28]. This is illustrated in Figure 4 where a simplified
one-line schematic of the classic Swedish electricity distribution system from the producer
to the user can be seen.

Figure 4 – Schematic including grid category and typical voltage level for the Swedish
power grid. TRAFO denotes network substations transforming the voltage between
different levels [29].

With the exception of a few high voltage direct current connections, the Swedish power
grid delivers three-phase AC power with a universal frequency of 50 Hz [28]. Grid
ownership is divided between the TSO responsible for the transmission grid and
primarily municipally-owned DSOs such as UEEN responsible for regional- and
distribution grids [28].

3.1

Transmission grid

Analogous to the national highway system for electricity, the 400 - 220 kV national
transmission grid is designed for transportation of power over long distances and
connection of large producers to the grid [28]. Svenska Kraftnät in effect of being the
TSO of Sweden’s transmission grids are responsible for the entire Swedish electrical
system meaning they are responsible for planning production to balance the
supply-demand relationship on the transmission grid [28]. In events of imbalance in this
relationship, following e.g.
an emergency stop of a nuclear reactor, frequency
restoration reserves in the form of gas turbines are available for supporting the
transmission grid and transfer active power to the grid [5].

3.2

Regional grid

The regional grid works with voltages between 130 - 20 kV and forms the bridge
between the transmission grid and the distribution grid.
Some relatively large
production plants such as wind power parks or hydro power stations as well as some
larger industrial consumers connect directly to the regional grid [28]. The regional grid
marks the distinction between responsibility areas of the TSO and the DSO.
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3.3

Distribution grid

The distribution grid working with voltages between 20 - 0.4 kV is the last part of
the distribution chain and connects the regional grid to the customers [28]. Layout
designs of the distribution grid vary between strictly radial, meaning low voltage busses
connected with no redundancy of network transformers, and partially meshed implying
two or more transformers connected to low voltage busses for increased power distribution
reliability [30]. The latter, viewed as a feature of the modern smart grid, is becoming
increasingly common in urban distribution grids in an effort to simplify maintenance
work and reduce blackout frequency and duration [18]. Figure 5 displays a schematic
of a possible layout of UEENs urban distribution grid depicting connection between the
regional grid and distribution grid as well as coupling of two 0.4 kV busses through a
cable distribution cabinet (CDC).

Figure 5 – Typical schematic of UEENs regional- and urban distribution grid.

In the event of e.g. maintenance work on network substation A, power can be supplied
through network substation B by connecting bus A using the CDC, in turn avoiding a
blackout in bus A. However, in normal working conditions only one network substation
is assigned for power distribution on a specific bus.
3.3.1

Compact secondary substations

Distribution grid network substations in UEENs grid are so called compact secondary
substations (CSSs) in which power conversion between different voltage levels in the
distribution grid is achieved [31]. For UEEN these typically contain one or two step-down
distribution transformers, low- and medium voltage switchgear as well as measurement
equipment provided by Metrum for monitoring of various electricity parameters on the
joined secondary side LV feeder bus of the transformer. In Figure 6a a UEEN distribution
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grid CSS is displayed and Figure 6b shows the module used for collection of continuous
measurement data.

(b) Metrum SC.

(a) Distribution grid CSS.

Figure 6 – Metal cased CSS in an urban UEEN distribution grid and Metrum® SC
module for energy and power quality substation monitoring [32].

The parameters measured using the SC module are documented through wireless
communication and monitored by UEEN using the software Metrum db viewer.
3.3.2

Distribution transformer

In the heart of the CSS the step-down distribution transformer is the power grid
component responsible for altering the voltage between desired voltage levels. With
varying in size and nominal capacity, urban distribution transformers have a nominal
rated capacity and are often equipped with so called load tap changers (LTCs) which
enable grid operators to make slight alteration of secondary side voltage from its
nominal value by physically changing the position of the tap changer [33]. In Figure 7
an LTC-equipped distribution transformer with a nominal rating of 500 kVA is
illustrated
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Figure 7 – LTC equipped distribution transformer rated at 500 kVA and located in a
CSS. In the left side of the figure the 10 kV feeder cables are visible and on the right side
the 0.4 kV secondary side cables are visible along with current transformers for load- and
power quality measurement [32].

A distribution transformers nominal rating indicates maximum load across the unit before
overload and thermal degradation may occur and cause the necessity of a transformer
upgrade.
3.3.3

Feeder lines

The term feeder lines refer to the often numerous parallel power distribution cables
connecting customers to the overlying distribution transformer. The term in this context
encompasses both feeder cables, connecting between the transformer and CDCs, and
service cables connecting CDCs to customers. An example of a distribution grid CDC is
illustrated in Figure 8.
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Figure 8 – Distribution grid CDC [32].

A CDC marks the point of common connection (PCC) for typically 5-10 residential
area customers and each connection from customer to CDC is fused to prevent material
deterioration from over-current. This fuse is known as the main domestic fuse of a
household and limits the maximum power outtake from the grid. For household customers
they are rated between 16 - 63 A.
3.3.4

Distribution grid load profile

During the course of a day, power demand from a distribution grid will naturally vary
with respect to the living patterns of the people connected to the grid as well as ambient
temperature and contribution of dispersed generation etc. This results in periods of
relatively low power outtake and other periods of relatively high power outtake as is
illustrated in Figure 9. Peak-load typically occurs twice per day in residential area
distribution grids; once around 7 a.m. and again at about 5 p.m as can also be identified
in Figure 9.
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Figure 9 – Load curve for an urban residential area transformer in early february. Two
load peaks are easilly identified as is often the case in urban residential distribution
grids [34].

As was mentioned in the introduction of this report, for various reasons related to a
changing power generation system UEEN are keen to reduce the amplitude of peak-loads
and obtain a less variable, more predictable, daily power consumption curve. This may
become more important in a power generation system increasingly reliant on weather
dependent renewable energy sources.

4

Power quality

The concept of power quality is related to the security in transport and supply of
electricity however regards for the intended purpose of this section specifically the
quality of voltage and current in a power grid [25]. Power quality is divided into several
different parameters which below are isolated and explained separately. The document
called EIFS 2013:1 referred to throughout this section is the official document issued by
the Swedish Energy Market Inspectory that defines limit values for power quality
parameters that DSOs have to abide by. Generally, grid expansion measures carried out
by DSOs are either as a consequence of violating the limits specified in EIFS 2013:1 or
as a preventative effort to avoid violating them in future.

4.1

Slow voltage variations

Voltage level variations refer to fluctuation of RMS voltage level from its nominal value
and is an important part of the concept of power quality. For reference voltages up to
45 kV the EIFS 2013:1 specifies two different categories of these; short-term variations
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spanning from 10 ms to 60 000 ms and slow variations referring to 10-minute RMS
deviation from its nominal voltage [36]. Regarding slow voltage variations EIFS 2013:1
states that 10-minute RMS values should be within 90 - 110 % of the nominal voltage
in the system over a time period of one week [36]. For systems with reference voltages
below 1 kV this applies to the phase voltages, meaning for the LV distribution grid that
DSOs operate the interval is
207 6 U 6 253 [V ].

(10)

Most electrical components connected to the grid are designed to work within this
specified range hence the requirement for DSOs to keep supply voltage within the
interval [25]. In LV distribution grids without distributed energy resources, voltage
variations are primarily caused as a combination of accumulation of feeder line
impedance and varying load outtake from the grid [25]. This entails uni-directional
power flow and a relatively predictable voltage profile decreasing as distance from
network substation increases. Classically, LTC-equipped transformers are operated with
this in mind why a voltage around 2.5 - 5 % higher than the nominal voltage is
achieved close to the network station as to not drop too low as line impedance and
power outtake increases [25]. Figure 10 illustrates how a voltage profile in a distribution
grid feeder line might look during conventional operation.

Figure 10 – Decrease of voltage level due to connected loads in a radial LV distribution
feeder line. Difference in voltage profile between maximum and minimum load demand
is also illustrated. UN denotes nominal voltage and the dotted lines the limits for slow
voltage variations specified in EIFS 2013:1 [25][37].

Generally problems with keeping within the allowed voltage levels arise sooner in remote
parts of the feeder line as opposed to close to the CSS. This is due to line impedance
increasing as distance from the CSS increases [38]. In distribution grids line impedance
is dependent on transformer capacity, line length and cross-sectional area of cables as
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well as the corresponding factors in the overlying grid [39]. UEEN measures voltage level
at the CSS continuously and monitors the RMS voltage level using the software Metrum
db viewer. Figure 11 illustrates voltage level fluctuation at an urban distribution grid
CSS for one month in the beginning of 2018.

Figure 11 – Voltage level at a distribution grid CSS from 16th of January to 16th of
February. 10-minute RMS voltage for each phase is illustrated and the bold black lines
indicate the ±10 % EIFS 2013:1 boundary values across which the voltage level should
not fluctuate [34].

The voltage level curves illustrated in Figure 11 display relatively small voltage
fluctuations where the maximum and minimum value across all phases are 236.1 V ∝
+2.7 % and 226.1 V ∝ -1.8 % respectively. This is characteristic of the voltage level
directly subsequent the transformer at most of UEENs urban CSSs however does not
necessarily reflect voltage level in the point of connection (POC) of individual
customers or the at the often numerous CDCs along a feeder line. In a CDC which as
mentioned marks the PCC for several consumers, voltage level and other power quality
parameters are only measured periodically upon the indication of a problem for an
individual- or set of consumers connected to a CDC. This is a relatively rare occurrence
especially in urban distribution grids however because dispersed generation such as
PVDG can insert excess power into the grid, periodical voltage rise feeder lines may
increase in conjunction with production peaks during periods of low consumption [25].
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4.2

Voltage sags

Short-term voltage decreases are called sags and occur relatively frequently at the
network station level of UEENs distribution grids. Sags generally happen because of
either overload, start-up of electric drives or short circuiting within the grid [40]. In
Figure 12 a voltage sag detected in one of UEENs urban distribution grid substations is
illustrated.

Figure 12 – Voltage sag detected at an urban CSS in 2017. The amplitude of the sag
was 77 % of the nominal voltage and the duration 133 ms [35].

Table 1 categorises sags in three different classes based on severity and duration of the
voltage drop. The voltage sag displayed in Figure 12 is according to the definition of
type A.
Table 1 – Classification of voltage sags according to EIFS 2013:1 [36].
U [%]
90 >u > 80
80 >u > 70
70 >u > 40
40 >u > 5
5 >u

10 6 t 6 200

200 6 t 6 500

Duration, t [ms]
500 6 t 6 1000 1000 6 t 6 5000

5000 6 t 6 60 000

A
B
C

Sags in category A are acceptable and does not impose any responsibility of the DSO to
address the source of the sag. Category B sags are to be addressed should the resulting
inconvenience of the consumer outweigh the inconvenience of addressing the problem.
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Category C sags are outright prohibited but also very rare in UEENs distribution
grid [36].

4.3

Unbalance

In an ideal balanced three-phase power system each phase is equal in amplitude and
shifted 120° from each other as illustrated Figure 13a. Unbalance occurs when this state
is disrupted and amplitude or phase angle of any phase varies from its ideal value as is
illustrated in 13b.

(b) Unbalanced three-phase system.

(a) Balanced three-phase system.

Figure 13 – Comparison of phase relationship in a balanced and unbalanced three-phase
system [25].

Voltage unbalance is given in percent and defined as
uu =

U1
· 100 [%].
U2

(11)

Where U1 is the amplitude of the normal voltage and U2 the amplitude of the inverse
voltage meaning an inverse symmetric system with counter-wise rotation from the
normal voltage [25]. The EIFS 2013:1 defines the limit of 10-minute RMS unbalance in
the distribution grid as 2 % [36]. Common sources of imbalance in the distribution grid
include asymmetrical units such as single-phase electric vehicle chargers as well as
production from single-phase PVDG [18].
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Literature review
The literature review serves to present the problems and consequences adhering to
modern production and generation patterns and forms the basis from which the thesis
objectives are answered. It revolves around analysis of journal articles and technical
reports on the subject of PVDG and centralised ESSs and will be used to discuss
problem scenarios leading to an increased need for grid expansion measures for DSOs as
well as possible solutions that centralised ESSs offer. Initially the indicated primary
reasons for forced grid expansion measures are presented based on results from studies
and real life experiences of DSOs. Then possible centralised ESS based solutions and
important aspects for grid expansion deferment are presented based on similar type
resources.

5

Photo-voltaic Distributed Generation

Propagated in part by cheaper investment costs and continued governmental subsidies
a rapid expansion of grid connected PVDG have been observed in Sweden in recent
years [10][41]. From 2016 to 2017 the number of grid connected units increased by 52 %
and the total installed capacity by 65 % with the majority of new installations made at
the households of existing customers [41]. Continuation of this development may prove
problematic as a rapid and widespread installation of PVDG can entail problems for
DSOs as connection is sometimes made in weaker parts of the distribution grid, leading
to an increased need for grid expansion measures to strengthen the grid [9][11]. This
section serves to present a basic overview of the functionality of household PVDG as well
as highlight the most prominent problems leading to an expected increased need for grid
expansion measures in the future.

5.1

Functionality

Household distribution grid connected PVDG is normally implemented as Figure 14
illustrates.
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Figure 14 – Simplified schematic layout of domestic PVDG module connected to a LV
distribution grid [42].

The PVDG modules generate DC power which is then transformed into AC power with
the use of an inverter [42]. The inverter unit can be connected either across all three
phases or onto a single phase and the PVDG is first and foremost used domestically to
diminish the power demand from the grid and reduce the electric bill of the facility [42].
In periods of high production and low domestic power demand the surplus is fed onto
the distribution grid for further distribution through an interconnected CDC [42]. A
fundamental feature of residential rooftop PVDG is that especially at high latitudes the
production profile rarely coincides with the load profile of the facility it is connected
to [43]. Household load profile often corresponds well with power flow through the
overlying distribution transformer previously illustrated in Figure 9, while generation
from PVDG behaves very differently as can be seen in Figure 15 where standardised
power of a grid connected PVDG unit is displayed.
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Figure 15 – Standardised production profile of a PVDG unit located in Umeå. Production
profile is from a predominantly sunny day and fluctuations are due to clouds shading the
PVDG unit [44].

AC power produced from rooftop PVDG is often purely active with a cos φ ≈ 1 and
utilise maximum power point tracking to efficiently use the incident light and maximise
production at all times [39][45].

5.2

Hosting capacity

Using grid connected PVDG can in some cases accompany power grid benefits such as
daytime load shaving and possibly reduced line losses in power cables however it may also
impose challenges for DSOs when implemented in a large scale in distribution grids [37].
If managed poorly, sufficiently large amounts of PVDG can cause power quality problems
often displayed in the form of slow voltage fluctuations and sometimes increased levels
of voltage unbalance [18]. In effect, because restriction exist on each power quality
parameter, capacity for grid connected PVDG is limited. This limitation is what is
known as the ’hosting capacity’ of the grid [37][46]. The principle of hosting capacity
is essentially that for each power quality parameter there exists a limit for the level of
acceptable change following installation of dispersed generation. This limit restricts the
amount of generation available for installation within the grid. The principle of hosting
capacity is shown for one parameter in Figure 16a and for several parameters (as in
reality) in Figure 16b.
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(a) Single parameter hosting capacity.

(b) Several parameter hosting capacity.

Figure 16 – PVDG hosting capacity (H.C in the figure) illustrated for a single
and for several power quality parameters. Amount of generation is limited by levels
of unacceptable change specified for each parameter and ultimately bounded by the
parameter which for the lowest amount of generation exceeds its acceptable level of
change [46].

Hosting capacity of a grid determines the maximum allowed level of PV penetration
before power quality limit values are violated. PV penetration describes a comparison
of the installed capacity for PV production relative to the maximum potential power
consumption of the grid. Though seemingly several different definitions are used across
studies, one way to define PV penetration in a distribution grid is
P VP en =

P VCap
· 100 [%],
PP eak

(12)

where P VCap is the installed maximum production capacity of PVDG and PP eak the
projected maximum load of the network [37][47].

5.3

PVDG voltage impact

From Figure 16b it is apparent that though several parameters are considered,
ultimately one power quality parameter will limit the amount of generation available
for installation within a grid. The deciding parameter has been shown to vary in some
cases depending on e.g. transformer capacity, cable diameter, feeder line length, choice
of PVDG inverter and consumer behaviour [46], however slow voltage variations are not
uncommonly the determining power quality parameter for hosting capacity of
residential distribution grids [37][39]. PVDG induced voltage variations occur because
of power flowing in the ’wrong’ direction when households become producers at times of
low power demand. The possible impact on feeder line voltage profile because of this so
called ’reverse power flow’ is illustrated in Figure 17.
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Figure 17 – Voltage profile for LV distribution feeder line with the impact of PVDG
induced reverse power flow. Since maximum PVDG production and low load demand of
residential customers often occur at the same time, momentary voltage rises may cause
problems for DSOs if the level of PV penetration exceeds the grid hosting capacity [37][25].

Relative voltage variations ∆U following either power input or outtake can be
approximated for a grid connection (PCC) as
R·P +X ·Q
∆U
=
· 100 [%]
UL
UL2

(13)

P = PP V − PL [W ],

(14)

where

R and X the resistance and reactance at that particular point, Q the input or outtake
of reactive power and PP V and PL the momentary load and generation to or from the
connection point [39][38]. As mentioned, because maximum production from residential
PVDG and residential maximum load demand rarely coincide, implementation of PVDG
causes voltage to vary between the indicated levels in Figure 17 during the course of a
day.
An important aspect to reduce potential complications of grid connected PV generation is
to make sure the production unit is connected using a three-phase inverter instead of the
sometimes occurring single-phase inverter. This is because studies show risks of various
power quality problems, including voltage level issues, are amplified with accompanying
voltage unbalance from single-phase connected PVDG [18][46]. UEEN are aware of this
and they, along with their sister companies, always advice aspiring micro-producers to
invest in three-phase connected production units unless the production capacity is very
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small [48]. There is however still no guarantee though that grid connected PVDG modules
with single-phase inverters will not occur in the future LV distribution grid.
5.3.1

Thumb-rules for voltage compliance

To aid for DSOs with PVDG installations there exists separate guidelines for connection
of dispersed generation in LV distribution grids which are designed to avoid substantial
slow voltage variations caused by micro-producers. These guidelines, presented in a
handbook called MIKRO and released by the branch organisation Energiföretagen, are
designed to prevent PVDG induced slow voltage variations from a single producer to
exceed 5 % in the POC of the facility and 3 % in the shared PCC to which the facility
is connected [39]. To clarify what this means Figure 18 illustrates part of a distribution
grid containing a network CSS, a CDC, and three grid-connected consumers marked A
to C. The POC of each consumer is marked with a green dot and the PCC marked in
blue. According to the guidelines for micro-production each consumer can install PVDG
which in the worst case scenario (no consumption and maximum production) induces a
maximum of 5 % voltage rise in the POC and 3 % voltage rise in the PCC.

Figure 18 – LV distribution grid feeder line design with POC of customers and a shared
PCC highlighted.

To avoid overshooting the mentioned levels of voltage increase from a single producer,
Energiföretagen provides a set of thumb-rules for DSOs about the necessary grid strength
for micro-production installations. The thumb-rules, which were updated in 2017, states
regarding three-phase dispersed generation that the allowed maximum PVDG capacity
available for installation is limited by the three-phase apparent short-circuit power in
both the POC and PCC of the consumer. The limitations are given by
PP V 6

SSC,P OC
20
24

(15)

and
PP V 6

SSC,P CC
34

(16)

where PP V denotes maximum capacity for PVDG and SSC,P CC and SSC,P OC the
apparent short-circuit power in the PCC and POC respectively. Some additional
requirements for grid connected micro-production include that the production unit
should follow the capacity limit set by the main domestic fuse of the facility and that
the annual amount of bought energy exceeds the amount of energy inserted back to the
grid [39]. The allowed capacity for PVDG based on main fuse size is illustrated in
Table 2.
Table 2 – Maximum allowed capacity for PVDG based on customer main domestic fuse
size [39].

Min. domestic fuse
16 A
20 A
25 A
35 A
50 A
63 A

Max. capacity of PVDG unit
11 kW
13.8 kW
17.3 kW
24.2 kW
34.6 kW
43.5 kW

The thumb-rules presented above only take into account installation of a single unit of
dispersed generation without consideration of already installed units within the grid or
units being installed in tandem. Also, because of the complete lack of inertia associated
with inverter based power generation, PVDG does not contribute to the short-circuit
power and subsequent grid stability in the same way a rotating machine or generator
would, meaning that resilience to voltage variations is basically unchanged with this
type of technology [5]. Should the prospective micro-producer adhere to the previously
mentioned rules the responsibility of providing strong enough grid with high enough
hosting capacity lies on the DSO. Thus they may have to various complete grid expansion
measures to improve the grids short circuit power and accommodate for the wish for
connection of dispersed generation. If the DSO can not guarantee the required shortcircuit power then the consumer fee for connection of PVDG should then be reflected by
the magnitude of investment necessary for the grid expansion measure [39].
5.3.2

Grid compatibility check

To review if grid strengthening actions are required a compatibility check can be
carried out to predict whether the proposed installation would yield substantial voltage
level instabilities forcing a need for grid expansion measures. The handbook for
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micro-production presents a fairly crude methodology based on Eq. 13 as a first step for
compatibility checking LV distribution grids [39]. Upon indication of possible voltage
level violations or if a significant level of dispersed generation is already installed, a
more thorough compatibility check is advised presumably using a simulation software
and a digitised grid model. As distribution grid hosting capacity is of high relevancy to
DSOs, several studies have been devoted to this with often varying results [47]. PV
penetration levels ranging from 2.5 % to well over 100 % have been presented and
results often vary depending on the inverter type and distribution of PVDG along a
feeder line e.t.c [47]. According to [47] there is no consensus among scholars as how to
define PV penetration which plays into the discrepancy in results of studies evaluating
distribution grid hosting capacities. A Swedish study from 2015 using the definition of
PV penetration given by Eq. 12 found that the limit for PV penetration in two
different LV distribution grids was between 30 - 40 % [37]. Another Swedish study from
2010, though not specifically quantifying PV penetration, found through simulation
that each household in a LV distribution grid could potentially install 5 kW of PVDG
without risking violation of voltage level [43]. Clear from the literature is that an
individual compatibility check of the affected distribution grid line is advisable before
grid installation is completed.

5.4

Other impacts from PVDG

Apart from voltage variations and impact on other power quality parameters, PVDG
induced reverse power flow can possibly overload operating equipment and cause
disruption of functionality for voltage regulators and on-load tap changers
(OLTCs) [11][12]. According to [49], tolerance of reverse power flow may decrease if an
automatic OLTC mechanism is utilised for a specific transformer. OLTC-equipped
transformer react to voltage variations an automatically change the tap changer
position to keep secondary side voltage at a desired level. Primary transformers located
in the MV regional grid are often OLTC-equipped and the authors of [49] claim that
tolerance to reverse power flow can be as low as 30 % of the nominal load capacity. For
this reason a possible future substantial increase of installed distributed generation may
prove problematic if it leads to high levels of reverse power flow and subsequent primary
transformer overload. Distribution transformers on the other hand are rarely equipped
with OLTCs and are relatively resilient to reverse power flow. These are typically able
to handle reverse power flow of the same magnitude as the nominal rating for
conventional power distribution, meaning a 500 kVA transformer could handle 500 kVA
of reverse power flow before transformer overload would be likely to occur [12][50].

5.5

Grid expansion measures

As of the present, forced grid expansion measures due to PVDG are relatively rare for
UEEN due in part to PVDG not yet reaching substantial penetration levels. However,
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with declining prices of PVDG technology and a nationwide push for renewable energy,
UEEN expect an expansion of rooftop PVDG which may increase the need for various
grid expansion measures in future. Part of this concern is based on experiences of DSOs
in countries such as Germany where problems of large levels of distribution grid PVDG
has been installed and the problems of which have been observed for a long time [11].
The rapid expansion of PVDG in Germany begun in the early 2000s and comprised
primarily of connection of small-scale systems connected to the LV distribution
grid [11][12]. In 2015 a total of 22 GW of PVDG was installed in German LV grids with
the average size of household production unit around 6 kW [11]. Following the
expansion the grid hosting capacity was in some grids exceeded leading to large-scale
necessity of grid expansion measures with over-voltage or power grid component
overloading as the primary reasons behind this [11]. Observations of German DSOs
indicate problems with grid equipment overload are more likely to occur in very dense
grid networks with a large number of high capacity micro-producers whereas voltage
level violations are more likely in feeder lines stretching further from the distribution
transformer [11]. This meant in Germany that DSOs in the northern part of the
country were more prone to over-voltage problems whilst in the southern part of
Germany grid overload issues were more frequently identified [11]. As a whole though,
problems of over-voltage was the more prominent of these two with reportedly 80 % of
PVDG induced grid expansion measures in Germany accredited to this [12].
The German DSOs methodology for avoiding problems of over-voltage or grid
component overload typically involved traditional grid planning where maximum loadand generation scenarios were considered. These traditional grid expansion measures
include mainly replacement of distribution grid transformers, laying of parallel cables,
increasing the cross-section of the conducting cables or segmenting of the local grid [11].
Though the implemented methodology often solved the problem at hand it sometimes
led to over-sizing of grid expansion measures and subsequent inefficient grid operation
as well as increased grid utilisation fees for customers [11][12]. From 2008 to 2014 the
grid utilisation fees in Germany rose by 9.2 % partly due to implementation of grid
expansion measures to accommodate for higher levels of distributed generation [12].
Higher grid utilisation fees have for similar reasons been occurring in Sweden and these
are expected to continue to rise as modern production and consumption patterns bring
about an increased need for grid expansion measures in the near future [51].
The aforementioned grid expansion measures according to UEEN also among the more
common efforts DSOs in Sweden would employ for dealing with overload- or voltage
problems in the grid. The flaws of these grid expansion measures are apart from possible
inefficient grid operation also sometimes expensive installation costs. With energy storage
technologies being subject to large advancements both in terms of technical maturity and
cost-effectiveness, the possibility of utilising centralised ESSs in the LV distribution grid
for deferment of other grid expansion measures is something UEEN are keen to evaluate.
The following section attempts to highlight the ways in which centralised grid connected
ESSs should be utilised in order to enable deferment of classical grid expansion measures
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related to the problems of grid component overload and over-voltage.

6

Energy storage systems

With the main functionality of postponing the use of previously available energy,
electrical energy storage technologies are designed to convert electricity into some other
medium and back again [52]. Electrical energy storage technologies exist in a large
variety and are commonly categorised with regards to the form of energy stored by the
system. Presently, mechanical energy storage is the most prevalent technology in terms
of installed storage capacity [53]. These include flywheels, compressed air storage and
the presently dominating pumped hydroelectric storage technology which globally
provides the bulk of storage capacity available [53]. With the exception of flywheels
which are used typically for short-term and medium/high power applications,
mechanical energy storage technologies require large geographical locations and is more
suited for voltage control and load-reallocation on transmission grid level than for local
LV grid applications [54]. Also, expansion of pumped-hydroelectric energy storage in
Sweden is somewhat limited due to regulatory obstacles which is why proliferation of
alternative energy storage technologies may become increasingly important in the
future [8]. Examples of other energy storage technologies include electrical (capacitor,
supercapacitors and superconducting magnetic energy storage), chemical (hydrogen
storage with fuel cells) and electrochemical (conventional rechargeable batteries and
flow batteries) [54].
An ESS is basically an electrical storage system with a certain storage capacity and
charge/-discharge power based around an energy storage technology and used in
combination with necessary equipment for grid connection [57]. Suitability for grid
connection varies for each energy storage technology as they offer different
characteristics making them more or less applicable for providing different services to
utilities and consumers [54]. These services are discussed in this section along with an
evaluation of which energy storage technology provides the best chance of both
mitigating PVDG induced voltage fluctuations and distribution overload problems
DSOs are likely to face originating from modern production and consumption
behaviours.

6.1

The case for centralised ESSs

Similar to power generation units, grid connected energy storage is usually classified as
distributed or centralised depending on the placement of the system. Distributed ESSs
are located behind the meter at the residences of consumers and often in combination with
PVDG to maximise self-consumption from the production unit. Through employment of
charging algorithms maximising self-consumption, distributed ESSs can prevent reverse
power flow and grid over-voltage issues by preventing the problem to occur in the first
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place [38]. A centralised ESS on the the other hand refers to a single storage unit
connected in parallel in the PCC of several feeder lines or in the CDC of an individual
feeder to potentially provide a number services to DSOs, consumers and third party
actors [38][50]. Figure 19a and 19b illustrates a possible placement of a centralised ESS
as well as conventional placement of a distributed household ESS.

(a) Centralised ESS.

(b) Distributed ESS.

Figure 19 – Overview of the concepts of centralised and distributed ESSs. A centralised
ESS is this scenario installed in the LV feeder bus on the secondary side of the distribution
transformer whilst a distributed ESS is placed in the household of a customer with grid
connected PVDG [50].

In the context of grid expansion deferment through voltage support, a centralised ESS
offers a mitigating service to solve a problem caused by distributed generation or
extensive load demand. Though alternative and non-classical preventative methods
exist for avoiding PVDG caused over-voltage the centralised ESS concept remains likely
one of the more plausible for DSOs in Sweden to implement [50]. This is because
though distributed ESSs often in the form of domestic battery units can prevent the
problem from occurring in the first place, DSOs can not force neither present nor future
household producers to implement distributed ESSs to their PVDG unit [50]. The same
is true for other proposed non-ESS based preventative methodologies including reactive
power control of PVDG inverters and time-based active power curtailment (reducing
power output) which both require either forcing a change of producer behaviour or
putting additional requirements of the producers PVDG inverter [55]. Until effective
legislation or incentives are implemented to force or otherwise effectively cause a change
in producer behaviour, DSOs have to adapt to the current situation without interfering
with the production behaviour of the customer [55].
One of the major advantages of centralised ESSs compared to other grid expansion
measures is the potential to offer several different services which depending on for
several parameters may vary in value for a particular DSO [56]. Other grid expansion
measures such as installation of new distribution transformers or thicker distribution
cables lack for example the potential achieving re-allocation of load demand from the
overlying grid whilst this have been achieved successfully by centralised ESSs [20].
Therefore, given that a primary service of grid expansion deferment can be realised,
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centralised ESSs are inherently advantageous to many grid expansion measures by the
number of ancillary services potentially provided by the unit.

6.2

ESS services

In [56], a total of 9 ancillary services are identified as potentially provided by, in this case,
specifically battery based centralised ESSs. Electrochemical battery technologies, for
reasons explained later, is probably the most flexible energy storage technology offering
the widest range of services for utilities and customers alike. Among the services the
aforementioned deferment of distribution grid expansion measures are included along
with e.g. energy arbitrage, transmission congestion relief and resource adequacy to name
a few. The services translate into values for DSOs through for example non-investments
in classical grid expansion measures, re-allocation of load demand and reduced need for
installation of additional power generation. As is specifically pointed out in [56], in
order maximise the possibility of gaining sufficient value to the investment of energy
storage, the ESS should be utilised so that services and values stack, for instance by
simultaneously offering voltage support and load re-allocation etc. The services which
potentially offer grid expansion deferment provided by distribution grid centralised ESSs
are featured below.
6.2.1

Voltage support

By offering local voltage support in distribution grids, a centralised ESSs can be used
to increase hosting capacity of the grid and avoid voltage level violations otherwise
invoking a need for grid expansion measures [38][58]. The basic principle allowing a
centralised ESS to be used for maintaining voltage level its ability to act as a load at
times of peak production and as a producer at times of peak load. This can be done
with management of both active- and reactive power and Eq. 13 and 14 can be
rewritten simply to accommodate for energy storage as
∆U
R · P ∗ + X · Q∗
=
· 100 [%]
UL
UL2

(17)

where Q∗ is the momentary reactive power supplied to or from the ESS and
P ∗ = PP V − PL − PS [W ]

(18)

where PS is the momentary input or outtake of active power of an ESS to a PCC [38]. For
the purpose of deferment of grid expansion measures due to violating permitted voltage
levels, the primary function of a distribution grid centralised ESS would be to prevent
reverse power flow and over-voltage by acting as a load during times of high power input
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from PVDG [38]. Illustrated in Figure 20 is a potential scenario of a centralised ESS
connected to a feeder line CDC for voltage fluctuation mitigation using active power
consumption.

Figure 20 – Scenario in which a surplus of PP V is fed onto the grid from house A and C.
To avoid over-voltage in the PCC and reverse power flow towards the CSS, a centralised
ESS is charged at this moment.

In order for a centralised ESS to be used viable alternative for voltage support and grid
expansion deferment it is likely important that the ESS be utilised in a way in which
voltage support is achieved at a low investment cost. A general problem with grid
connected centralised ESSs for grid expansion deferment is that the investment is rarely
profitable as has been pointed out in some of the reviewed literature
resources [11][12][56]. With this in mind the literature review has been focused at
examining suitable placement of grid connected centralised ESSs enabling technically
achievable improvement of hosting capacity whilst minimising requirements in terms of
energy storage capacity and maximum ESS charging power.
6.2.2

Load re-allocation and reverse power flow prevention

In addition to PVDG induced over-voltage another possible future problem of modern
production and consumption patterns is a more variable daily load demand with high
power demand peaks and subsequent increased risk of overloading distribution
transformers. The number of chargeable vehicles and external charging points have
increased rapidly in recent years and continued electrification of the transport sector
may contribute to increasingly high power demand peaks as many people charge their
electrical vehicles simultaneously [16][17][57]. In the same way, reverse power flow peaks
may cause the same problems for grids with a very high installed capacity of
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PVDG [50]. By providing reverse power flow prevention a centralised ESS can also be
in the distribution grid for deferment of grid expansion measures related to transformer
overload [50]. Such a scenario is illustrated in Figure 21 where daily power flow through
a distribution transformer is illustrated with and without the use of centralised ESSs
programmed to charge and discharge at specified power flow levels.

Figure 21 – Reverse power flow prevention and peak load shaving achieved by a
centralised battery ESS to avoid transformer overload. The red lines indicate the nominal
power rating of the distribution transformer hence the limits over which transformer
overload and thermal degradation may occur [50].

In the transformer load example shown in Figure 21 impact of a centralised ESS located
on the LV feeder bus (as illustrated in Figure 19a) is shown. In the daytime an ESS
is charged with reverse power flow from distributed generation and peak load shaving
is achieved by discharging that stored energy when power demand exceeds the nominal
rating of the transformer. This prevents transformer overload from both power directions
and can hence stifle the need for installation of a distribution transformer with a higher
nominal power rating. This is one form of load re-allocation where the ESS is charged
from surplus distributed generation in the daytime and used in the evening. A similar
charging/-discharging algorithm would be used for providing distribution grid voltage
support as transformer overload from reverse power flow overload and periods of overvoltage would likely coincide, however the optimal choice of ESS placement for these two
services would likely differ [38][58].
Load re-allocation can also be achieved in grids not experiencing reverse power flow
typically by charging an ESS at night to discharge in the evening [20]. By the same
principle, transformer overload from conventional power flow and deferment of grid
expansion measures can be achieved accordingly.
An example of such a
charging-/discharging principle is shown in Figure 22 where a centralised ESS placed in
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the feeder bus of a LV distribution grid and equipped with reactive power control is
used for peak load shaving.

Figure 22 – Load re-allocation of a distribution grid transformer using a centralised ESS
(ESM in the figure) on the LV feeder bus of a distribution grid. Nighttime charging of an
ESS enables evening peak load shaving and possible grid expansion deferment [20].

Depending on a number of factors including accumulated line impedance and number of
connected customers etc. the necessary service provided by an ESS for grid expansion
deferment may vary [11]. In longer LV feeder lines the problem of over-voltage is amplified
whilst for densely populated LV grid the problem of grid component overload is likely
more prominent [11]. A question that follows is then where to place a centralised ESS
to successfully and efficiently provide the services leading to deferment of classical grid
expansion measures.

6.3

ESS placement

In [38], [50], [55] and [58] distribution grid centralised ESSs are evaluated for the
purpose of improving distribution grid hosting capacity and avoiding violation of
permitted voltage levels.
The general conclusion across the studies being that
centralised ESSs can successfully mitigate problems with PVDG induced over-voltage
however to varying degrees of effectiveness depending heavily on the placement of the
ESS. For example, in [38], an urban radial distribution grid feeder with 21.88 % PV
penetration was simulated for the most prominent case of low load and high production
from PVDG over one week. For this scenario without the use of an ESS the voltage
level in the outermost feeder CDCs exceeded the permitted levels and hence would
force the DSO to implement grid expansion measures to avoid this. By implementing a
centralised ESS in the model and simulating for three different choices of ESS
placement, it was found that placing the ESS directly at the outermost CDC of the
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feeder line which was most vulnerable to voltage variations yielded the minimum
necessary energy storage capacity and total charging power. For this example, placing
the centralised ESS at the 7th CDC instead of the 2nd yielded a reduction in necessary
energy storage capacity and charging power of 73 % and 77 % respectively. For the
feeder used in the report the 7th CDC was particularly heavily subjected to distributed
generation which may have affected the result for this particular study however the
overall trend of diminishing required energy storage and power consumption capacity
with proximity to vulnerable points far out in the grid is coherent throughout the
reviewed studies.
Should the primary service leading to grid expansion deferment be accredited to aversion
of grid component overload, the suitable placement would not necessarily concur with
the suitable placement for achieving voltage support [58]. In the same way centralised
ESSs placed in the LV feeder bus (as in Figure 19a) would be less suitable for feeder
line voltage support, in comparison with ESSs placed further out the feeder line they are
are more suitable for grid expansion deferment through load re-allocation [58]. Because
voltage support can indicatively be achieved with lower charging power and diminished
storage capacity if the ESS is placed further out the feeder line, the capacity for load
re-allocation diminishes accordingly. Depending therefore on the most likely problem
scenario for a specific grid the suitable placement for grid expansion deferment varies.

6.4

Reactive power control

According to [55], another important aspect when applying a centralised ESS for the
purpose of voltage support is the ability to provide reactive power control from inverter
based ESSs. As Eq. 13 shows, reactive power input or outtake also affect the PCC
voltage however the authors in [55] argue that many studies erroneously neglect the
impact of reactive power for voltage support due to often only modelling the affected LV
grids without consideration of the overlying MV grid. Secondary side distribution grids
generally have a high ratio of resistance to reactance and therefore low voltage impact
of reactive power. With the motivation of voltage being kept fixed at MV level the
authors argue that an accumulated resistance and reactance from MV feeders, MV/LV
transformers as well as LV feeders should be considered to accurately assess the impact
of reactive power control for voltage support. Accounting for this it was found that
consuming reactive power in addition to active power at times of high production from
PVDG could amplify the hosting capacity increase provided by an ESS as well as reduce
the total investment needed in storage capacity.
There seems however to be some possible drawbacks to using reactive power control in
ESSs as pointed out by professor Math Bollen. Consuming reactive power from the
grid to mitigate the voltage rise induced by PVDG may successfully keep the voltage
level in the PCC of the ESS within permitted levels, however will at the same time
induce a voltage drop across the distribution transforme which is largely reactive [59].
All customers downstream the transformer will experience a voltage drop accordingly. In
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a scenario then where a centralised ESS is used to mitigate a local voltage rise in a feeder
line reactive power control can cause perhaps unwanted voltage drops in parallel feeder
lines which is why this approach may be unsuitable for use in the distribution grid [59].

6.5

Energy storage technologies

As mentioned before, in order to maximise value of the investment of distribution grid
connected ESS several services should be readily provided by the system. This entails
particular requirements for the energy storage technology utilised within the ESS as
different services requires different technological characteristics. In [54] several energy
storage technologies are described and discussed with regards to their application
potential in power system operations. The study highlights important energy storage
characteristics for specific grid services such as voltage support and load re-allocation
etc. Clear from the article is that electrochemical battery energy storage technologies is
presently the strongest contender for distribution grid connection with the purpose of
providing both voltage stability and other ancillary services valuable for DSOs. Among
battery energy storage technologies lead-acid based storage is the most mature
technology however the still less mature Li-ion battery energy storage technology
provides some significant advantages which is why a great deal of research in recent
years has been put into this particular field of study. Below some of the important
important characteristics discussed in [54] and provided by Li-ion battery ESSs are
listed:
• All battery energy technologies including Li-ion based units provide very
fast response times which make them suitable for providing instant voltage
support and hosting capacity improvement.
• Daily self discharge for battery ESSs are relatively low which makes them
preferable to for example flywheels and capacitor based energy storage
technologies for peak shaving and load levelling. Though both flywheels
and capacitor based technologies can be used for power quality applications
they are unsuitable for re-allocation of load demand because of high daily
discharge rates and comparatively short charge-/discharge duration.
• Compared to other battery energy technologies Li-ion units have high powerand energy density meaning that an Li-ion ESS can be smaller than a leadacid ESSs equal in storage capacity and power rating. This is illustrated in
Figure 23.
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Figure 23 – Power- and energy density of various energy storage technologies [57].

• Li-ion battery have lifetimes similar to other battery energy technologies
(approximately 10- 20 years) however offer more cycling times meaning that
it can be charged and discharged more frequently without loss of capacity.
This is highly advantageous should a centralised battery ESS be used for
load re-allocation and peak load shaving as daily cycles of charging and
discharging are necessary for this service.
Its because of the flexibility provided by these characteristics as well as their scalability
and modularity that battery ESSs (especially Li-ion based ESSs) are widely used for
power grid applications in both power and energy applications [60]. The majority of
real life use cases of grid connected battery ESSs utilise Li-ion based technologies and
in Europe the primary application purpose for which is the maintaining of grid power
quality [60].

6.6

Grid safety implications

In a recently released report from Elsäkerhetsverket an overview of regulations and
standards regarding battery ESSs is presented along with the main safety implications
from grid connected ESSs. The report in [57] is clear to point out that inverter based
technologies are well established for grid installation and battery ESSs should not
impose any new and substantial grid safety implications if present regulatory
frameworks are adhered to. Any issues regarding electromagnetic compatibility are
arguably solved with already established methods such as shielding and filtering and
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there is, according to the report, no reason to believe grid connected ESSs will
accompany unsolvable problems regarding electromagnetic compatibility and negative
impact on external grid safety systems. Provided a sensible choice of bi-directional
inverter, fused protection from external over-currents, relay protection from external
under-voltage and presence of necessary monitor- and management systems, most
safety hazards can be avoided. Real-life applications of centralised ESS adopted in LV
distribution grids also indicate the technology can be safely implemented without major
overlying grid interference [20]. The battery based ESS illustrated in Figure 24 has
been implemented in a Swedish pilot project for testing if a centralised ESS can be
implemented in the LV feeder bus for achieving load re-allocation and frequency
support [20].

Figure 24 – Battery ESS installed on the LV feeder bus of a distribution grid transformer
in southern Sweden [20].

Beyond successful provision of primary services the ESS in Figure 24 has been evaluated
for its reliability over a twelve month period of operation. The conclusions being that the
ESS could with the present safety- and operational systems be operated without internal
errors affecting the availability or reliability of the ESS [20]. All periods of ESS downtime
during the twelve month period were in this case as a result of external grid events e.g.
voltage dips or periods of under-voltage causing relays to disconnect the unit from the
grid [20]. Should necessary safety components and monitoring systems be lacking from
an ESS then two of the most substantial operational risk include unintentional islanding
and over-charging of the storage module beyond its nominal capacity [57]. Unintentional
islanding means the ESS fails to disconnect at periods when the grid is supposed to be
de-energised, in turn inducing a grid voltage which could be dangerous for example if
planned grid maintenance was the reason for de-energising the grid [57]. Over-charging of
Li-ion based battery based ESSs can lead to uncontrolled release of stored energy which
is why fusing from over-currents and monitoring of the state of charge of each battery
cell is very important in this case [57]. These events can however be avoided if the ESS
is installed with existing regulations and standards [57].
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Case-study
In addition to the literature review a case-study has been conducted using a simulation
model based on an existing realistic distribution grid in the software dpPower. The
simulation was designed to involve a steady-state scenario of uniformly distributed threephase PVDG along a LV feeder line in a relatively modern distribution grid. The grid
in question was chosen as UEEN suspect customers in that area would likely be among
the first in Umeå to possibly install large amounts of grid connected PVDG. Based off a
realistic summertime mid-day load demand and varying levels of PV penetration, several
separate steady-state simulations were conducted for the purposes of:
• Assessing the present vulnerability to PVDG induced voltage variations
with varying levels of PV penetration by determining the feeder line
hosting capacity.
• Analysing the efficiency of voltage support with varying placements of a
centralised ESS.
• Illustrating the impact of combined active- and reactive power control with
regards to voltage support.
The results are used in conjunction with the literature review to assess and come to
conclusions regarding suitable placement of a centralised ESS for the purpose over-voltage
related of grid expansion deferment and to estimate the relative susceptibility to slow
voltage variations UEEN have in urban grids.

7

Simulation model

Instead of analysing the impact of PVDG in an entire LV distribution grid a single
radial feeder line was chosen as the basis for the simulations. The overlying distribution
transformer had a nominal rating of 500 kVA and supplied a total of four parallel feeder
lines. The feeder line chosen for analysis was the one that had the largest line impedance
and for which reference calculations made in dpPower displayed the largest voltagedrop across in a maximum load demand scenario. Connected to the feeder line were
22 presently non-producing villa customers distributed over four CDCs with primary
domestic fuses of 20 A, making them eligible for a total of 13.8 kW installed PVDG
capacity as was shown in Table 2. A schematic illustration of the original model of the
radial feeder line used in the simulations is shown i Figure 25.
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Figure 25 – Original schematic of evaluated feeder line in dpPower. 22 customers are
connected across four CDCs distributed along the feeder line. LV feeder bus marks the
POC of the feeder line on the secondary side of the distribution transformer.

In accordance with grid short-circuit power calculations and recorded yearly energy
consumption data extracted from dpPower, fuse size or available roof area are likely the
limiting factors of maximum PVDG installation capacity for these particular customers.
Calculated PCC and POC short-circuit power also revealed no customer would be able
to install PVDG in such a capacity that the MIKRO-handbook would advice grid
expansion measures to be undertaken before installation.
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7.1

Determining hosting capacity

With the objective of ascertaining the over-voltage related hosting capacity of the
feeder in question, the original model was modified to account for varying levels of PV
penetration. Each customer was equipped with a three-phase PVDG unit for which the
maximum production capacity increased with 3 kW increments for each steady-state
simulation until the over-voltage related hosting capacity of the feeder was identified,
this being when at any point in the that line voltage reached 253 V. Instead of
assuming zero load demand for the worst-case over-voltage scenario as in done in many
studies, momentary load demand for the customers along the feeder was approximated
as 10 % of the maximum yearly load demand for each customer. Maximum load data
was available in dpPower and corresponded to 170 kVA for the entire feeder hence
17 kVA for the load scenario used throughout the simulations. Comparing this with
Metrum load measurement data from the summer of 2017 it is likely this is a decent
approximation of mid-day load demand during the summer months when PVDG
induced over-voltage should arguably be most likely to occur. The results from these
five initial steady-state simulations are shown in Figure 26 where voltage profile and
corresponding PV penetration for each of the five production scenarios are illustrated.

Figure 26 – Voltage profile for varying levels of PV penetration in an urban distribution
grid feeder line with uniform distribution of three-phase PVDG.

Feeder line voltage profiles attained from the steady-state simulations corresponds well
with other studies in that CDCs and customers connected far from the distribution
transformer experiences increased levels of PVDG induced over-voltage. For this
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particular case Figure 26 reveals hosting capacity corresponded to 169 % PV
penetration and 13.5 kW installed PVDG per customer.

7.2

Impact of ESS placement and reactive power control

Once feeder line hosting capacity was identified, the impact on steady-state feeder voltage
profile was simulated for two different placements of centralised ESSs. Once with an ESS
connected placed in the CDC placed closest the distribution transformer (CDC 1 in
Figure 25) and once with an ESS placed in the furthermost CDC from the transformer
(CDC 4 in Figure 25). Each simulation included the steady-state production scenario of
13.5 kW from PVDG per customer and for each ESS placement two different simulations
were conducted. In total four different simulations were performed.
Case 1 - Active power
For case 1 the centralised ESSs were modelled as purely active 50 kW loads without any
reactive power consumption. This arbitrarily chosen charging power corresponds roughly
with the charging power of an electric vehicle fast charger and is within reason of what
could be and what has previously been achieved from centralised ESSs [20][61]. As the
main objective of the two simulations was to evaluate the efficiency of voltage support
with varying ESS placement, using an arbitrary charging power was deemed reasonable
provided the same charging power was implemented for both choices of ESS placement.
Case 2 - Reactive power control
Case 2 involves two simulations with the same ESS placements and active power
consumption as in case 1 however with an additional 50 kVAr reactive power
consumption. The objective of case 2 was to evaluate the impact of reactive power
control for the purpose of voltage support from centralised ESSs and again the choices
of power consumption were made arbitrarily.
Simulation results
The resulting voltage profiles for each simulation as well as the voltage profile of the
reference simulation without a centralised ESS is shown in Figure 27a and 27b.
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(a) Active power voltage support.

(b) Active + reactive power voltage support.

Figure 27 – Voltage profile with varying ESS placement and reactive power consumption
along feeder line with a high level of PV penetration.

As can be deducted from Figure 27a, placing a centralised ESS in the last CDC instead
of the first CDC is more efficient in terms of suppressing feeder line over-voltage. With
the same charging power consumed from the grid an ESS placed in the last CDC achieves
2 % voltage decrease in the most vulnerable connection point while only a 0.4 % voltage
decrease is achieved with an ESS placed in the first CDC. This result is in line with the
results of the literature review and shows that voltage support for this grid topology and
distribution of PVDG is more efficient for voltage support throughout the affected feeder
line.
From Figure 27b it is also clear that reactive power consumption, according the
simulations, can aid in keeping the line voltage within permitted limits and possibly
reduce the required storage capacity of the ESS. This has also been suggested by some
of the reviewed studies. However, because of the aforementioned high reactance in
distribution grid transformers consuming reactive power in a centralised ESS connected
to a feeder line CDC may impose a voltage drop over the transformer and subsequently
lower the voltage in parallel feeder lines as well.
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Discussion and conclusions
Building from the results of the case-study and literature report this section serves to
summarise the report and answer the research questions from the introduction section.

8

Discussion

The results of the case-study shows that the urban distribution grid subject to simulations
is very resilient to slow voltage variations. Given a uniform distribution of three-phase
PVDG the hosting capacity was 169 % which is well above what could be seen as a
realistic future level of installed capacity in the present configuration of customers. This
indicates that forced grid expansion measures due to PVDG induced over-voltage are
unlikely for this particular grid and UEEN need not worry extensively about in the
future having to implement over-voltage related grid expansion measures in grids similar
to this. Admittedly only one of the four feeder lines from the overlying transformer was
evaluated which may have affected the outcome of the case-study however because the
one chosen was the one with the largest line impedance it can be considered unlikely
that a lower hosting capacity would have been observed in any of the parallel feeder
lines. Because of the indicated resilience to over-voltage it is arguably more likely that
forced grid expansion measures for this particular grid occur due to reverse power flow
transformer overload than from over-voltage related issues. However, the risk of this can
also be considered low seeing as the overlying 500 kVA rated transformer services only
85 customers meaning each customer should be able to insert close to 6 kVA of reverse
power flow before transformer overload would occur. At least in the immediate future
this can be considered an unlikely scenario.
It should be mentioned however that because of the chosen uniform distribution of threephase connected PVDG the hosting capacity is likely higher than it would be should
predominantly single-phase PVDG units be used and connected more densely further
out the feeder line. This is because connectivity type and placement as mentioned in
the literature review have been shown to affect a grids hosting capacity. The choice
of designing the simulation model with uniformly distributed three-phase PVDG was
made because it was deemed a more probable scenario given that UEEN are aware of
the problems with single-phase PVDG and, unless the production capacity is less than
3 kW, single-phase PVDG is not recommended for grid installation. The load scenario
present throughout the steady-state simulations also plays in to the indicatively high
hosting capacity of the grid used in the simulations. As 10 % of the maximum projected
household load was
For the purpose of evaluating suitable placement of a centralised ESS for voltage
support the results from the case study are in line with the general conclusions drawn
from the literature review. As Figure 27a shows, suppression of over-voltage is more
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effectively achieved if the ESS is placed further along the feeder line and closer to the
most affected PCCs. It can therefore be argued that placing a centralised ESS in the
LV feeder bus directly subsequent the distribution transformer is highly inefficient if the
primary purpose is grid expansion deferment through mitigation of feeder line
over-voltage. In any case the required charging- and energy storage capacity for ESS
voltage support can be reduced should the placement be made closer to the points in
the grid in which over-voltage is most prominent. Though reduction of these ESS
characteristics would arguably diminish the potential offer additional services such as
load re-allocation and peak load shaving, for the purpose of grid expansion deferment
through voltage support the ESS investment cost could likely be reduced by
implementing an ESS further out the feeder line. A disclaimer to be made is that both
the conclusions derived from the literature review and the case-study have been made
regarding radial grids and it is possible that for other grid topologies the conclusions
regarding ESS placement do not apply.
Should the desired primary purpose of a centralised ESS be other than voltage support,
the choice of placing the ESS in the LV feeder bus would arguably be sufficient as has
been shown both in simulations and in real-life applications. The possibility of grid
expansion deferment by load re-allocation and peak load shaving has been shown both
for real life application and in simulated grid models. By applying relatively simple
control algorithms involving monitoring and limiting reverse- and conventional power
flow through the distribution transformer, grid expansion deferment in the form of e.g.
non-investments in transformer upgrades could be achieved. This would likely be the
primary use of a centralised ESS for grid expansion deferment of the grid involved in the
case-study because of the indicated high over-voltage related hosting capacity of that
particular grid. In more elongated and less densely populated rural grids the relative
likeliness of over-voltage related grid expansion measures is presumably amplified due to
high line impedance and low short-circuit power. In such cases grid expansion deferment
by utilisation of a centralised ESS for voltage support could be achieved by placing it
closer to the most affected points in the grid.
The indication that required charging- and storage capacity for voltage compliance
diminishes if the ESS is placed further out the feeder line suggests that investment cost
can also be reduced if that implementation strategy is used. Seeing as high investment
cost is reportedly one of the limiting factors in using grid connected ESSs, this problem
can likely be lessened by a decrease in required charging- and storage capacity. Though
this simultaneously limits the capacity for load re-allocation and peak load shaving it
may still contribute to making centralised ESSs a more worthwhile investment if it also
leads to grid expansion deferment in some variation. Still more work is necessary to
evaluate the financial viability of centralised ESSs for grid expansion.
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9

Conclusions

Building from the results from the literature review and case-study some conclusions
have been made to answer the research questions presented in the introduction of the
report.
1. Could a centralised ESS be used in the distribution grid to
substitute or postpone grid expansion measures forced by high
levels of PVDG?
Yes, depending on ESS placement and the underlying reason for grid
measures a centralised ESS can provide grid expansion deferment by
offering voltage support and/or prevention of grid component overload.
The necessity of grid expansion deferment through mitigation of PVDG
induced over-voltage will arguably be prevalent in elongated high
impedance rural grids whereas grid component overload prevention is more
probable in densely populated and voltage resilient grids typical for urban
areas. For the grid evaluated in the case-study the latter is indicatively the
more likely scenario.
2. Where in the distribution grid should a centralised ESS be placed
to secure efficient utilisation?
For mitigation of PVDG induced over-voltage a centralised ESS should be
placed close to the points in the grid in which over-voltage is most likely
to occur. Conclusions from the literature review and results from the casestudy suggests for grid operated radially this means placement far out the
grid presumably in the furthermost CDC of the affected feeder line. For load
re-allocation, peak load shaving and prevention of reverse power flow through
the distribution transformer the recommended placement is however in the
LV feeder bus directly subsequent the distribution transformer.
3. To what extent can a grid connected centralised ESS be used to
even out distribution grid load demand?
Load re-allocation and peak load shaving has been shown to work in
practice for grid connected centralised ESS applications using relatively
simple charging-/discharging algorithms. Capacity for provision of these
services without severely affecting grid voltage increases with diminished
line impedance but there is no reason to believe they can not be provided,
however to a less extent, with a centralised ESSs placed far out the grid.
4. How do different energy storage technologies compare in regards
to suitability for use in centralised ESS applications?
Owing to fast response times, low daily self discharge, high power- and
energy density and comparably favourable cycling efficiency, Li-ion based
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batteries are currently the most implemented and suitable and energy
storage technology for use in grid connected ESSs. Propagated primarily by
the proliferation of electric vehicles the technology has shown large recent
year technical- and financial improvements not indicated to subside any
time soon.
5. Do grid connected ESSs affect current grid safety systems and how
should they be implemented to avoid this?
The results from the literature review indicates that centralised ESSs can
be used without significant negative impact on grid safety providing present
regulatory frameworks and standards are adhered to when installing the
unit. Some possible problem scenarios have however been identified from
technical reports with most prominent of which concerning unintentional
islanding, involuntary disconnection caused by voltage dips and internal
errors from e.g. over-charging of Li-ion battery banks. These problems are
not without solution and can concerns can be greatly limited provided
necessary safety components and monitoring systems are present within the
system. In [57] an overview of present regulatory frameworks and useful
standards are presented. Though analysing each standard available for
installation of ESSs lies outside the scope of this report, the document can
be useful for further investigation around this subject.

9.1

Continued work

A few suggestions for future work based on this report are:
• Further investigating susceptibility to PVDG induced voltage variations in
UEEN grids to more easily identify grids or grid section particularly
vulnerable. Possibly through design of a program or calculation template
yielding a voltage sensitivity matrix for the grid in question.
• Investigate the economical aspects of grid deferment through the use of
centralised ESSs.
• More thoroughly assessing suitable charging-/discharging algorithms to
provide the services mentioned in this report.
• Assessing the accuracy of results of the simulation software dpPower with
real life applications and power quality impacts of PVDG.
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